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seyDesign releases RapidWeaver theme seyDoggy Gotem, with ExtraContent
Published on 12/05/08
seyDesign is proud to announce their latest RapidWeaver theme, seyDoggy Gotem. This new
theme comes with a special new feature called ExtraContent, a technique developed
collaboratively with (((Bonsai Studio))) and RapidWeaverThemes. ExtraContent allows users
to add more content to designated areas of a theme that would not normally be accessible
by RapidWeaver.
Kitchener, Ontario Canada - seyDesign is proud to announce seyDoggy Gotem, their latest in
a growing catalogue of RapidWeaver themes. Gotem is a sophisticated, contemporary
RapidWeaver theme of extraordinary beauty and capability. But it also sports a new
technology called ExtraContent.
ExtraContent came about when a handful of 3rd party developers got together to address the
need for more content spaces in RapidWeaver. While the content area and sidebar are ample
space for the vast majority of RapidWeaver users, there are some who want more flexibility
to add content in ways keeping with todays modern web designs.
ExtraContent was the solution agreed upon by (((Bonsai Studios))), RapidWeaverThemes.com
and seyDesign, as an easy means of end users adding more content to their site, in
developer designated areas of ExtraContent enabled themes. While these areas will vary
from theme to theme, the process will be very much the same. These developers worked
closely to come up with a solution that would give all users a common experience.
Features at a glance:
* ExtraContent enabled
* Two ExtraContent areas
* 10 Custom headers
* RWmultitool Ready
* Split navigation
* Width control
* Header height control
* 3 background textures
* Dual sidebar control
* Choice of font style
* Color control
* and more...
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac Gotem X Version 10.4.11 Tiger or 10.5.2 Leopard
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* RapidWeaver 3.6.7 or RapidWeaver 4.x
seyDesign has been serving the RapidWeaver community since December 2005 with
professional
RapidWeaver themes, trusted, reliable service and unparalleled support. Take advantage of
our birthday celebrations with their 45% discount code: birthday2008
Pricing and Availability:
Gotem Ultimate r1 is available now for $19:49 CAD at their online RapidWeaver theme
store.
seyDesign:
http://www.seydesign.com
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Gotem Ultimate:
http://www.seydesign.com/themes/Gotem/
Gotem Live Preview:
http://showcase.seydesign.com/Gotem/
Developer:
http://www.seydoggy.com
ExtraContent ScreenCast:
http://www.seydesign.com/snippets/support/ExtraContent_Feature_Review_cut.mov

Headquartered in Kitchener, Ontario Canada, seyDoggy is a privately funded company founded
in 2005 by Adam Merrifield. Leveraging their longtime experience in web and graphic
design, seyDoggy's goal is to develop great looking theme designs for RapidWeaver, and
lead to the creation of seyDesign. Known for developing the first commercially available
theme with split navigation, seyDesign is responsible for continually pushing the limits
of RapidWeaver. seyDoggy also offers consulting services for companies looking to enter
the web design industry or who don't want to hire full time staff to manage their own
internet or intranet web systems. Copyright 2005-2008 seyDoggy. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries. RapidWeaver, and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software
Limited.
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